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This book presents a collection of focused review papers on the advances in topics in modern astronomy, astrophysics, cosmology and
planetary science. The chapters are written by expert members of an EU-funded ERASMUS+ program of strategic partnership between
several European institutes. The 13 reviews comprise the topics: Space debris, optical measurements Meteors, light from comets and
asteroids Extrasolar enigmas: from disintegrating exoplanets to exo-asteroids Physical conditions and chemical abundances in photoionized
nebulae from optical spectra Observational Constraints on the Common Envelope Phase A modern guide to quantitative spectroscopy of
massive OB stars Explosion mechanisms of core-collapse supernovae and their observational signatures Low-mass and substellar eclipsing
binaries in stellar clusters Globular cluster systems and Galaxy Formation Hot atmospheres of galaxies, groups, and clusters of galaxies The
establishment of the Standard Cosmological Model through observations Exploiting solar visible-range observations by inversion techniques:
from flows in the solar subsurface to a flaring atmosphere Starburst galaxies The book is intended for the general astronomical community as
well as for advanced students who could use it as a guideline, inspiration and overview for their future careers in astronomy.
An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics, Second Edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect the dramatic changes and advancements in
astrophysics that have occurred over the past decade. The Second Edition of this market-leading book has been updated to include the latest
results from relevant fields of astrophysics and advances in our theoretical understanding of astrophysical phenomena. Designed for
sophomore-level astrophysics for astronomy and physics majors, An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics is now offered in two derivative
versions: Introduction to Modern Stellar Astrophysics,
A thorough introduction to modern ideas on cosmology and on the physical basis of the general theory of relativity, An Introduction to the
Science of Cosmology explores various theories and ideas in big bang cosmology, providing insight into current problems. Assuming no
previous knowledge of astronomy or cosmology, this book takes you beyond introductory texts to the point where you are able to read and
appreciate the scientific literature, which is broadly referenced in the book. The authors present the standard big bang theory of the universe
and provide an introduction to current inflationary cosmology, emphasizing the underlying physics without excessive technical detail. The
book treats cosmological models without reliance on prior knowledge of general relativity, the necessary physics being introduced in the text
as required. It also covers recent observational evidence pointing to an accelerating expansion of the universe. The first several chapters
provide an introduction to the topics discussed later in the book. The next few chapters introduce relativistic cosmology and the classic
observational tests. One chapter gives the main results of the hot big bang theory. Next, the book presents the inflationary model and
discusses the problem of the origin of structure and the correspondingly more detailed tests of relativistic models. Finally, the book considers
some general issues raised by expansion and isotropy. A reference section completes the work by listing essential formulae, symbols, and
physical constants. Beyond the level of many elementary books on cosmology, An Introduction to the Science of Cosmology encompasses
numerous recent developments and ideas in the area. It provides more detailed coverage than many other titles available, and the inclusion
of problems at the end of each chapter aids in self study and makes the book suitable for taught courses.
Astronomy is the field of science devoted to the study of astronomical objects, such as stars, galaxies, and nebulae. Astronomers have
gathered a wealth of knowledge about the universe through hundreds of years of painstaking observations. These observations are
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interpreted by the use of physical and chemical laws familiar to mankind. These interpr
The ideal one-semester astrophysics introduction for science undergraduates—now expanded and fully updated Winner of the American
Astronomical Society's Chambliss Award, Astrophysics in a Nutshell has become the text of choice in astrophysics courses for science
majors at top universities in North America and beyond. In this expanded and fully updated second edition, the book gets even better, with a
new chapter on extrasolar planets; a greatly expanded chapter on the interstellar medium; fully updated facts and figures on all subjects, from
the observed properties of white dwarfs to the latest results from precision cosmology; and additional instructive problem sets. Throughout,
the text features the same focused, concise style and emphasis on physics intuition that have made the book a favorite of students and
teachers. Written by Dan Maoz, a leading active researcher, and designed for advanced undergraduate science majors, Astrophysics in a
Nutshell is a brief but thorough introduction to the observational data and theoretical concepts underlying modern astronomy. Generously
illustrated, it covers the essentials of modern astrophysics, emphasizing the common physical principles that govern astronomical
phenomena, and the interplay between theory and observation, while also introducing subjects at the forefront of modern research, including
black holes, dark matter, dark energy, and gravitational lensing. In addition to serving as a course textbook, Astrophysics in a Nutshell is an
ideal review for a qualifying exam and a handy reference for teachers and researchers. The most concise and current astrophysics textbook
for science majors—now expanded and fully updated with the latest research results Contains a broad and well-balanced selection of
traditional and current topics Uses simple, short, and clear derivations of physical results Trains students in the essential skills of order-ofmagnitude analysis Features a new chapter on extrasolar planets, including discovery techniques Includes new and expanded sections and
problems on the physics of shocks, supernova remnants, cosmic-ray acceleration, white dwarf properties, baryon acoustic oscillations, and
more Contains instructive problem sets at the end of each chapter Solutions manual (available only to professors)
The purpose of this textbook is to provide a basic knowledge of the main parts of modern astrophysics for all those starting their studies in
this field at the undergraduate level. The reader is supposed to have only a high school training in physics and mathematics. In many
respects this Introduction to Advanced Astrophysics could represent a volume of the Berkeley Physics Course. Thus, the primary audience
for this work is composed of students in astronomy, physics, mathematics, physical chemistry and engineering. It also includes high school
teachers of physics and mathematics. Many amateur astronomers will fmd it quite accessible. In the frame of approximations proper to an
introductory textbook, the treatment is quite rigorous. Therefore, it is also expected to provide a firm background for a study of advanced
astrophysics on a postgraduate level. A rather severe selection is made here among various aspects of the Universe accessible to modern
astronomy. This allows us to go beyond simple information on astronomical phenomena - to be found in popular books - and to insist upon
explanations based on modern general physical theories. More precisely, our selection of topics is determined by the following
considerations: The study of the solar system (the Moon and the planets) has recently progressed at a tremendous rate. However, the very
rich harvest of observations provided by space research is mainly purely descriptive and is perfectly presented in review papers of Scien tific
American, Science, Physics Today and similar magazines.
This book is a collection of fourteen essays that describe an inspiring journey through the universe and discusses popular science topics that
modern physics and cosmology are struggling to deal with. What is our place in the universe and what happens in the magnificent cosmos
where we exist for a brief amount of time. In an unique way that incorporates mythological and philosophical perspectives, the essays in this
work address the big questions of what the universe is, how it came into being, and where it may be heading. This exciting adventure is a rich
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scientific history of elegant physics, mathematics, and cosmology as well as a philosophical and spiritual pursuit fueled by the human
imagination.
Introduction to Astronomy & Cosmology is a modern undergraduate textbook, combining both the theory behind astronomy with the very
latest developments. Written for science students, this book takes a carefully developed scientific approach to this dynamic subject. Every
major concept is accompanied by a worked example with end of chapter problems to improve understanding Includes coverage of the very
latest developments such as double pulsars and the dark galaxy. Beautifully illustrated in full colour throughout Supplementary web site with
many additional full colour images, content, and latest developments.
Devised for a quantitative understanding of the physics of the universe from the solar system through the milky way to clusters of galaxies all
the way to cosmology, this acclaimed text offers among the most concise and most critical ones of extant works. Special chapters are
devoted to magnetic and radiation processes, disks, black-hole candidacy, bipolar flows, cosmic rays, gamma-ray bursts, image distortions,
and special sources. At the same time, planet earth is viewed as the arena for life, with plants and animals having evolved to homo sapiens
during cosmic time. This text is unique in covering the basic qualitative and quantitative tools, formulae as well as numbers, needed to for the
precise interpretation of frontline phenomena.
This book is an introduction to “multi-messenger” astrophysics. It covers the many different aspects connecting particle physics with
astrophysics and cosmology and introduces astrophysics using numerous experimental findings recently obtained through the study of highenergy particles. Taking a systematic approach, it comprehensively presents experimental aspects from the most advanced laboratories and
detectors, as well as the theoretical background. The book is aimed at graduate students and post-graduate researchers with a basic
understanding of particle and nuclear physics. It will also be of interest to particle physicists working in accelerator/collider physics who are
keen to understand the mechanisms of the largest accelerators in the Universe. The book draws on the extensive lecturing experience of
Professor Maurizio Spurio from the University of Bologna.
Table of contents
This book may serve to present the modern view of the universe to a large number of readers whose over-full professional commit ments
leave them no time for the study of larger monographs ... Such a book should not be too compendious. Accordingly, the author has been at
pains to allow the leading ideas of the various domains of astronomical investigation to stand out plainly in their scientific and historical
settings; the introductory chapters of the three parts of the book ... , in the framework of historical surveys, should assist the general review.
With that in mind, the title was chosen following Alexander von Humboldt's well known book "Kosmos, Entwurf einer physischen
Weltbeschreibung" (1827-1859). On the other hand, particular results - which admittedly first lend colour to the picture - are often simply
stated without attempting any thorough justification. The reader seeking further information will find guidance in the Bibliography. This makes
no pretentions to completeness or historical balance. References in the text or in captions for the figures, by quoting authors and years, make
it possible for the reader to trace the relevant publications through the standard abstracting journals. I wish to thank my colleagues V.
WEIDEMANN, E. RICHTER and B. BASCHEK for their critical reading of the book and for much helpful counsel, and H. HOLWEGER for his
tireless collaboration with the proofs. Similarly, my thanks are due to Miss ANTJE WAGNER for the careful preparation of the typescript.
A substantial update of this award-winning and highly regarded cosmology textbook, for advanced undergraduates in physics and astronomy.
An ideal bridging text for astrophysics and physics majors looking to move on from the introductory texts.
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Publisher Description
"This book: Provides extensive grounding in key issues of astrophysics, chemistry, biology and geophysics; over 150 images and illustrations;
exercises for each chapter, ranging from straightforward calculation problems to more far-ranging research-oriented exercises; an online
component for users that includes new exercises and a continually updated blog of late-breaking scientific news items, fully cross referenced
with the book; and extensive bibliographies for each chapter."--BOOK JACKET.
An Introduction to Stellar Astrophysics aspires to provide the reader with an intermediate knowledge on stars whilst focusing mostly on the
explanation of the functioning of stars by using basic physical concepts and observational results. The book is divided into seven chapters,
featuring both core and optional content: Basic concepts Stellar Formation Radiative Transfer in Stars Stellar Atmospheres Stellar Interiors
Nucleosynthesis and Stellar Evolution and Chemically Peculiar Stars and Diffusion. Student-friendly features include: Detailed examples to
help the reader better grasp the most important concepts A list of exercises is given at the end of each chapter and answers to a selection of
these are presented. Brief recalls of the most important physical concepts needed to properly understand stars. A summary for each chapter
Optional and advanced sections are included which may be skipped without interfering with the flow of the core content. This book is
designed to cover the most important aspects of stellar astrophysics inside a one semester (or half-year) course and as such is relevant for
advanced undergraduate students following a first course on stellar astrophysics, in physics or astronomy programs. It will also serve as a
basic reference for a full-year course as well as for researchers working in related fields.
An Introduction to Modern Cosmology Third Edition is an accessible account of modern cosmological ideas. The Big Bang Cosmology is
explored, looking at its observational successes in explaining the expansion of the Universe, the existence and properties of the cosmic
microwave background, and the origin of light elements in the universe. Properties of the very early Universe are also covered, including the
motivation for a rapid period of expansion known as cosmological inflation. The third edition brings this established undergraduate textbook
up-to-date with the rapidly evolving observational situation. This fully revised edition of a bestseller takes an approach which is grounded in
physics with a logical flow of chapters leading the reader from basic ideas of the expansion described by the Friedman equations to some of
the more advanced ideas about the early universe. It also incorporates up-to-date results from the Planck mission, which imaged the
anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation over the whole sky. The Advanced Topic sections present subjects with more
detailed mathematical approaches to give greater depth to discussions. Student problems with hints for solving them and numerical answers
are embedded in the chapters to facilitate the reader’s understanding and learning. Cosmology is now part of the core in many degree
programs. This current, clear and concise introductory text is relevant to a wide range of astronomy programs worldwide and is essential
reading for undergraduates and Masters students, as well as anyone starting research in cosmology. The accompanying website for this text,
http://booksupport.wiley.com, provides additional material designed to enhance your learning, as well as errata within the text.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780805304022 .
This textbook covers all the standard introductory topics in classical mechanics, including Newton's laws, oscillations, energy, momentum,
angular momentum, planetary motion, and special relativity. It also explores more advanced topics, such as normal modes, the Lagrangian
method, gyroscopic motion, fictitious forces, 4-vectors, and general relativity. It contains more than 250 problems with detailed solutions so
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students can easily check their understanding of the topic. There are also over 350 unworked exercises which are ideal for homework
assignments. Password protected solutions are available to instructors at www.cambridge.org/9780521876223. The vast number of problems
alone makes it an ideal supplementary text for all levels of undergraduate physics courses in classical mechanics. Remarks are scattered
throughout the text, discussing issues that are often glossed over in other textbooks, and it is thoroughly illustrated with more than 600 figures
to help demonstrate key concepts.
This book tells two stories. The first and most obvious is why the star known as Sirius has been regarded as an important fixture of the night
sky by many civilizations and cultures since the beginnings of history. A second, but related, narrative is the prominent part that Sirius has
played in how we came to achieve our current scientific understanding of the nature and fate of the stars. This is the first book to integrate the
cultural history of Sirius with modern astrophysics in a way which provides a realistic view of how science progresses over time.
"This is a truly astonishing book, invaluable for anyone with an interest in astronomy." Physics Bulletin "Just the thing for a first year university
science course." Nature "This is a beautiful book in both concept and execution." Sky & Telescope
"An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics, "Second Edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect the dramatic changes and advancements in
astrophysics that have occurred over the past decade. The Second Edition of this market-leading book has been updated to include the latest
results from relevant fields of astrophysics and advances in our theoretical understanding of astrophysical phenomena. The Tools of
Astronomy: The Celestial Sphere, Celestial Mechanics, The Continuous Spectrum of Light, The Theory of Special Relativity, The Interaction
of Light and Matter, Telescopes; The Nature of Stars: Binary Systems and Stellar Parameters, The Classification of Stellar Spectra, Stellar
Atmospheres, The Interiors of Stars, The Sun, The Process of Star Formation, Post-Main-Sequence Stellar Evolution, Stellar Pulsation,
Supernovae, The Degenerate Remnants of Stars, Black Holes, Close Binary Star Systems; Planetary Systems: Physical Processes in the
Solar System, The Terrestrial Planets, The Jovian Worlds, Minor Bodies of the Solar System, The Formation of Planetary Systems; Galaxies
and the Universe: The Milky Way Galaxy, The Nature of Galaxies, Galactic Evolution, The Structure of the Universe, Active Galaxies,
Cosmology, The Early Universe; Astronomical and Physical Constants, Unit Conversions Between SI and cgs, Solar System Data, The
Constellations, The Brightest Stars, The Nearest Stars, Stellar Data, The Messier Catalog, Constants, A Constants Module for Fortran 95
(Available as a C++ header file), Orbits, A Planetary Orbit Code (Available as Fortran 95 and C++ command line versions, and Windows
GUI), TwoStars, A Binary Star Code (Generates synthetic light and radial velocity curves; available as Fortran 95 and C++ command line
versions, and Windows GUI), StatStar, A Stellar Structure Code (Available as Fortran 95 and C++ command line versions, and Windows
GUI), StatStar, Stellar Models, Galaxy, A Tidal Interaction Code (Available as Java), WMAP Data. For all readers interested in moden
astrophysics.
A comprehensive and engaging textbook, covering the entire astrophysics curriculum in one volume.
Guiding the reader through all the stages that lead to the formation of a star such as our Sun, this advanced textbook provides students with
a complete overview of star formation. It examines the underlying physical processes that govern the evolution from a molecular cloud core to
a main-sequence star, and focuses on the formation of solar-mass stars. Each chapter combines theory and observation, helping readers to
connect with and understand the theory behind star formation. Beginning with an explanation of the interstellar medium and molecular clouds
as sites of star formation, subsequent chapters address the building of typical stars and the formation of high-mass stars, concluding with a
discussion of the by-products and consequences of star formation. This is a unique, self-contained text with sufficient background information
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for self-study, and is ideal for students and professional researchers alike.
This book introduces ten equations that transcend the boundaries of time and space. It takes readers through a journey of self-discovery
where they will learn the history, science, and significance of these equations in the context of their lives. Moreover, the mathematical beauty
of these equations is presented in a profoundly modest fashion to highlight the idea that equations are eternal but humans are transient. Each
chapter offers readers a sublime experience and provides insights into the laws of nature that address the ever-expanding intricacy of our
universe. The history of humankind, according to Franz Kafka, is the instant between two strides taken by a traveler. Therefore, what remains
eternal when we finish our journey on this tiny rocky planet is our deep desire to connect with everything else in this universe. These
equations capture the essence of that aspiration and remain everlasting while we continue our trivial human pursuits. These equations
change the way we live and view the world and will outlast even the most enduring signs of our civilization. They have the potential to take us
from planet to planet and perhaps to make us a cosmic species. They can destroy the last strand of DNA to terminate life as we know it and
generate life again from the fundamental laws of nature. While these equations remain intangible, they can create a tangible world yet remain
truly eternal.
Designed for teaching astrophysics to physics students at advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate level, this textbook also provides
an overview of astrophysics for astrophysics graduate students, before they delve into more specialized volumes. Assuming background
knowledge at the level of a physics major, the textbook develops astrophysics from the basics without requiring any previous study in
astronomy or astrophysics. Physical concepts, mathematical derivations and observational data are combined in a balanced way to provide a
unified treatment. Topics such as general relativity and plasma physics, which are not usually covered in physics courses but used
extensively in astrophysics, are developed from first principles. While the emphasis is on developing the fundamentals thoroughly, recent
important discoveries are highlighted at every stage.
An elementary university text about stars for introductory courses in astronomy and astrophysics.
This invaluable book, now in its second edition, covers a wide range of topics appropriate for both undergraduate and postgraduate courses
in astrophysics. The book conveys a deep and coherent understanding of the stellar phenomena, and basic astrophysics of stars, galaxies,
clusters of galaxies and other heavenly bodies of interest. Since the first appearance of the book in 1997, significant progress has been made
in different branches of Astronomy and Astrophysics. The second edition takes into account the developments of the subject which have
taken place in the last decade. It discusses the latest introduction of L and T dwarfs in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram (or H-R diagram).
Other developments discussed pertain to standard solar model, solar neutrino puzzle, cosmic microwave background radiation, Drake
equation, dwarf galaxies, ultra compact dwarf galaxies, compact groups and cluster of galaxies. Problems at the end of each chapter
motivate the students to go deeper into the topics. Suggested readings at the end of each chapter have been complemented.
The Fundamentals of Modern Astrophysics provides an overview of the modern science of astrophysics. It covers the Sun, Solar System
bodies, exoplanets, stars, and star life cycle, planetary systems origin and evolution, basics of astrobiology, our galaxy the Milky Way, other
galaxies and galactic clusters, a general view of the Universe, its structure, evolution and fate, modern views and advanced models of
cosmology as well as the synergy of micro- and macro physics, standard model, superstring theory, multiversity and worm holes. The main
concepts of modern astrophysics and prospects for future studies are accompanied by numerous illustrations and a summary of the
advanced projects at various astronomical facilities and space missions. Dr. Marov guides readers through a maze of complicated topics to
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demystify the field and open its wonders to all.
A deeper understanding of neutrinos, with the goal to reveal their nature and exact role within particle physics, is at the frontier of current
research. This book reviews the field in a concise fashion and highlights the most pressing issues and areas of strongest topical interest. It
provides a clear, self-contained, and logical treatment of the fundamental physics aspects, appropriate for graduate students. Starting with
the relevant basics of the SM, neutrinos are introduced, and the quantum mechanical effect of oscillations is explained in detail. A strong
focus is then set on the phenomenon of lepton number violation, especially in 0nbb decay, as the crucial probe to understand the nature of
neutrinos. The role of neutrinos in astrophysics, expected to be of increasing importance for future research, is then described. Finally,
models to explain the neutrino properties are outlined. The central theme of the book is the nature of neutrino masses and the above topics
will revolve around this issue.
This book is the final one in a series of three texts which together provide a modern, complete and authoritative account of our present
knowledge of the stars. It discusses the internal structure and the evolution of stars, and is completely self-contained. There is an emphasis
on the basic physics governing stellar structure and the basic ideas on which our understanding of stellar structure is based. The book also
provides a comprehensive discussion of stellar evolution. Careful comparison is made between theory and observation, and the author has
thus provided a lucid and balanced introductory text for the student. As for volumes 1 and 2, volume 3 is self-contained and can be used as
an independent textbook. The author has not only taught but has also published many original papers in this subject. Her clear and readable
style should make this text a first choice for undergraduate and beginning graduate students taking courses in astronomy and particularly in
stellar astrophysics.
A contemporary and complete introduction to astrophysics for astronomy and physics majors taking a two-semester survey course.
This concise textbook, designed specifically for a one-semester course in astrophysics, introduces astrophysical concepts to undergraduate
science and engineering students with a background in college-level, calculus-based physics. The text is organized into five parts covering:
stellar properties; stellar structure and evolution; the interstellar medium and star/planet formation; the Milky Way and other galaxies; and
cosmology. Structured around short easily digestible chapters, instructors have flexibility to adjust their course's emphasis as it suits them.
Exposition drawn from the author's decade of teaching his course guides students toward a basic but quantitative understanding, with 'quick
questions' to spur practice in basic computations, together with more challenging multi-part exercises at the end of each chapter. Advanced
concepts like the quantum nature of energy and radiation are developed as needed. The text's approach and level bridge the wide gap
between introductory astronomy texts for non-science majors and advanced undergraduate texts for astrophysics majors.
This second edition has been updated and substantially expanded. Starting with the description of our home galaxy, the Milky Way, this
cogently written textbook introduces the reader to the astronomy of galaxies, their structure, active galactic nuclei, evolution and large scale
distribution in the Universe. After an extensive and thorough introduction to modern observational and theoretical cosmology, the focus turns
to the formation of structures and astronomical objects in the early Universe. The basics of classical astronomy and stellar astrophysics
needed for extragalactic astronomy are provided in the appendix. While this book has grown out of introductory university courses on
astronomy and astrophysics and includes a set of problems and solutions, it will not only benefit undergraduate students and lecturers;
thanks to the comprehensive coverage of the field, even graduate students and researchers specializing in related fields will appreciate it as a
valuable reference work.
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An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics is a comprehensive, well-organized and engaging text covering every major area of modern
astrophysics, from the solar system and stellar astronomy to galactic and extragalactic astrophysics, and cosmology. Designed to provide
students with a working knowledge of modern astrophysics, this textbook is suitable for astronomy and physics majors who have had a firstyear introductory physics course with calculus. Featuring a brief summary of the main scientific discoveries that have led to our current
understanding of the universe; worked examples to facilitate the understanding of the concepts presented in the book; end-of-chapter
problems to practice the skills acquired; and computational exercises to numerically model astronomical systems, the second edition of An
Introduction to Modern Astrophysics is the go-to textbook for learning the core astrophysics curriculum as well as the many advances in the
field.
This exciting text opens the entire field of modern astrophysics to the reader by using only the basic tools of physics. Designed for the juniorlevel astrophysics course, each topic is approached in the context of the major unresolved questions in astrophysics. The core chapters have
been designed for a course in stellar structure and evolution, while the extended chapters provide additional coverage of the solar system,
galactic structure, dynamics, evolution, and cosmology.
Essential Astrophysics is a book to learn or teach from, as well as a fundamental reference volume for anyone interested in astronomy and
astrophysics. It presents astrophysics from basic principles without requiring any previous study of astronomy or astrophysics. It serves as a
comprehensive introductory text, which takes the student through the field of astrophysics in lecture-sized chapters of basic physical
principles applied to the cosmos. This one-semester overview will be enjoyed by undergraduate students with an interest in the physical
sciences, such as astronomy, chemistry, engineering or physics, as well as by any curious student interested in learning about our celestial
science. The mathematics required for understanding the text is on the level of simple algebra, for that is all that is needed to describe the
fundamental principles. The text is of sufficient breadth and depth to prepare the interested student for more advanced specialised courses in
the future. Astronomical examples are provided throughout the text, to reinforce the basic concepts and physics, and to demonstrate the use
of the relevant formulae. In this way, the student learns to apply the fundamental equations and principles to cosmic objects and situations.
Astronomical and physical constants and units as well as the most fundamental equations can be found in the appendix. Essential
Astrophysics goes beyond the typical textbook by including references to the seminal papers in the field, with further reference to recent
applications, results, or specialised literature.
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